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Chapter 3002

“Taozhiyuan has two secret medicines. They are the two medicines that Taozhiyuan
people must take. One is impermanent, and the other is no joy. The two medicines have
different functions, but they look the same.”

“Weir, this girl, maybe she was in a hurry when she was applying the medicine, and she
was not good at her skills, so she made a joke in the process of applying the medicine to
use Wuhuan as impermanence.”

Hearing this, George Han frowned: “Although I didn’t know Xia Wei for the first time, I
shouldn’t offend her? Why did she give me medicine?”

“Impermanence itself is a medicine that is good for you and her, so she doesn’t No
malice, just…no joy but not all.” She laughed softly, but her eyes were full of sincerity.

George Han nodded in amazement, at least this girl was confused, not malicious, at
least it was acceptable.

“Wuhuan is actually not a very powerful poison in itself. It is just a psychedelic thing,
which will disturb the vitality of the thing and produce hallucinations, so as to have
enough time to escape, it is a life-saving thing.”

“But…” Speaking of this, Xia Ran herself thought it was a bit funny.

“But the blind cat ran into a dead mouse. I happen to be a person who can’t breathe, am
I?” George Han also smiled helplessly.

Xia Ran smiled and nodded: “You have the seal of the earth in your body. You can’t do
that. Therefore, after you eat it, your breath will move and trigger the seal.”

“But I’m very surprised if I trigger the seal in my body. If it is, I should be stiff, because I
was like this before, but why this time…”

“Because of Vier.” She smiled.

Hearing this, George Han frowned.

“Weir and I are both of the Phoenix family. Although you and Weier have no skin-to-skin
relationship, you have already blended in blood and water.” The

Phoenix family? !



“She was poisoned at the time, and I had no choice but to use this method to remove the
poison from her blood.” George Han explained.

Xia Ran nodded: “But it is also the benevolence and righteousness of the young hero
that invisibly stained your blood with the blood of Weier’s Phoenix.”

“The blood of the Phoenix is   a rare bloodline, which can make people live forever
and even more. Immortal body, so since ancient times, countless people have been
ignorant in order to obtain the Phoenix blood.” George Han nodded, no wonder the black
and white Shuangsha always shouted some phoenix.

Not only can you live forever, but the most important thing is immortality, which is a bit
perverted.

“However, if you tell me these secrets, you are not afraid that I will have evil intentions?”
George Han said.

Xia Ran smiled softly: “If you dare to tell, naturally you don’t care.”

“It is the faint blood of the phoenix that confronts the seal in your body, which makes
your body present a phenomenon similar to poisoning. . ” “

that girl you see in a coma and lost consciousness, so he took you and your two friends
wander in the mountains, the road would like lost source peach, I just did not return to
see her one day, hearts It is inevitable to be anxious, so I went out to look for it, and I
happened to meet him, so I brought you back here.”

Hearing this, George Han nodded clearly. It turned out to be the case.

However, George Han was still a little bit very confused, how would she know the seal of
her body? And if she knew that the Seal of the Earth could be regarded as the King of
the Netherworld, it was purely normal, then how could he know about the inviolability of
the poison in her own body?

Seeing George Han’s confusion, she smiled softly: “Xia Ran not only knows the seal of
the earth, but even solves this seal.”

“As for why the poison in the body is not invaded, I can only say, your body There is
dragon blood, and I have phoenix blood in my body. I know it. In the future, you will know
the answer.” With

that, no matter what George Han reacted at this time, she moved slightly and put it on
George Han’s body. The needles were removed one by one: “After an hour, I need to
clothe the second needle. Then I will be waiting for you.”

George Han nodded and said anxiously, “Senior…”

“Xia Ran doesn’t seem to be that old. Bar?”



“Then Sister Xia Ran, I just heard you say, can you solve the seal of the earth?” George
Han said nervously.

Hearing this, Xia Ran smiled softly and

stood up : “Vil is waiting for you in Taolin, you need to find the answer there.” After
speaking, Xia Ran got up and left.

Taolin?

George Han glanced at the fairy qi lingering in the distance, the red peach forest in the
green, and then slowly got up…

Chapter 3003

When one walks into this peach forest, one can only see the wonder and beauty of
peach trees in the fairy atmosphere.

Although the low peach trees are short but extremely large, the thick trunks are as thick
as a few people, and among the lush branches, the huge peaches are so pink and
tender that people immediately have an appetite when they see it. Lai Guoguo’s greedy
belly.

They form a group by themselves, and with this immortal atmosphere, George Han
really has a scene of the grandson monkey stealing the flat peaches from the heavens
when he saw it on the earth.

Between the peach forests, there is a jade corridor. Go deep down the corridor, at the
very center of the peach forest, there is a jade pavilion with a jade table in the pavilion.
Flat peaches in the fruit plate on the jade table.

Hearing the sound of footsteps behind her, Xia Wei immediately turned her head and
saw that George Han came over. A smile burst on her beautiful face on the spot, and
she jumped to greet him: “Are you awake?”

George Han nodded, looking at Xia Wei, George Han must sigh, maybe God is fair.

This girl is indeed extremely beautiful, no matter if it is compared with any beauty
George Han has seen before, she seems to be beautiful in a different state.

It’s pure, but the body that is irritating is particularly desirable.

She could not compete with Lu Ruoxin, Qin Shuang and the others, not because she
was not qualified, but because of her beauty, which was not suitable for comparison at
all.

She is a unique, completely different beauty from others.



But it is this kind of beauty that is different, so God specially arranged a confused head
for her.

Seeing George Han looking at her, she suddenly remembered something, spit out a little
fragrant tongue, and smiled embarrassedly: “I’m sorry…I…”

“I prepared fairy peaches for you, even if I make up for it. ?”

After finishing speaking, she looked at George Han with a pair of nice eyes pitifully.
Those hooked eyes seemed to be able to speak at this moment, seeming to beg George
Han to forgive her.

Since it was an unintentional move, George Han would naturally not add any more
blame. What’s more, when her sister took a few stitches, George Han felt that it was all
right now, so he nodded. Seeing George Han nodded, she smiled and took George
Han’s arm and walked straight into the pavilion.

“Now, I’m very sincere. These are the fairy peaches I just picked. Are they both beautiful
and special?” She said, she enthusiastically handed George Han a big fairy peach.

After taking the fairy peach, George Han didn’t say anything, but instead placed it in his
hands to watch it. It was big and colored, and he knew the beauty of this peach just by
looking at it.

“Taste a bite.” She gestured as she looked at George Han.

George Han nodded, and then took a bite unceremoniously.

George Han frowned as soon as the peach entered the mouth, but it was definitely not
because of what was wrong with the peach, but the taste of the peach was too delicious.

This is definitely the best peach that George Han has ever eaten, or even the most
delicious fruit. The peculiar sweetness that George Han can’t even describe, he only
knows that his taste buds are already in it. Occupied and unable to extricate themselves.

“This…” The

big beauty Xia Wei smiled: “What’s the matter? It’s so delicious that I can’t speak, right?”

“The fairy peaches here bloom only once in five hundred years, and they only end once
in a thousand years. The fruit will mature only once in two thousand years. It is not
something that everyone can eat as they want.”

George Han froze, is it so precious?

Xia Wei suddenly cast her eyes around: “However, you must not tell your sister about
this one you are eating.”



“Why?” George Han frowned, why can’t it be this one peach? Isn’t this girl going to do
something recklessly?

I am a little scared.

“I won’t tell you, how? Did you feel better after eating this peach?” She asked.

Han three thousand nodded, indeed body has shares of comfortable warmth seemed to
flow in the body: “? For your sister, my body seal can be released, however, this premise
is the need to ask you, you help me”

a Hearing this, Xia Wei suddenly…
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